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ABA Announcements

The 2022 ABA Planning Committee met online on 
March 3, 2022, from 2:00 PM to 3:30 PM, Taipei Time, mainly 
to discuss preparations for the 38th ABA General Meeting and 
Conference. Presided by ABA Chairman Mr. Eugene Acevedo, 
the meeting was attended by ABA Board members and 
representatives of ABA member organizations.

Among the issues discussed by the meeting were 
the format (whether face-to-face or virtual), the dates of the 
Conference, the theme and topics, suggested speakers and the 
2022 work program of the ABA Policy Advocacy Committee.

As regards the Conference format, the Committee took 
note of the opinions expressed by the representatives of various 
ABA member banks on the possible COVID-19 situation during 
the latter part of the year. The Committee members pointed out 
that since it is likely that travel restrictions may be still in place 
for some time and the hotels are not yet ready to fully open due 
to the ongoing pandemic by that time, the event may have to be 
conducted in the online format.  However, they also proposed 
that online networking sessions can be arranged accordingly at 
the sideline of the conference, networking and re-connecting 
among ABA members during the ABA annual conference.

The Committee members considered proposals 
from members, and after an exchange of views, agreed on the 
following:

a. That the Conference will be held over a spread of 
four consecutive days, with each day featuring one 
session focusing on a specific topic

b. That on the fourth day of the Conference, breakout 
sessions will be arranged to give participants more 
choices

c. That networking sessions will be arranged 
after each session at 4:00-6:00 PM Taipei time, 
considering the different time zones where ABA 
members are located

d. That the ABA internal meetings – the Advisory 
Council Meeting, the ABA Board Meeting, and the 
ABA Policy Advocacy Committee Meeting – will 
be held separately before the Conference proper

With regard to the Conference dates, the Committee 
members agreed to hold the four-day virtual Conference on 
November 1-4, 2022, and that the internal meetings be scheduled 
in the week prior.

Regarding the Conference theme and topics, the 
Committee considered the suggestions submitted by members 
earlier. After an exchange of view, the Committee agreed that 
the main focus of discussions should be around the issue of 
Digitalization, and decided - subject to further finetuning of 
the wordings and topic coverage by the ABA Secretariat and 
the Policy Advocacy Committee Meeting - that the theme 
will be “Redefining the Future of Banking Through Digital 
Transformation” and that the major Plenary Session topics will 
include: (a) The Digital Transformation Journey; (b) Asian 
Banks: Navigating Through a Digitized Environment; (c) Digital 
Currency: A New Era in Banking; and (d) Emerging Trends in 
Banking and Financial Services.

The Committee also reviewed and finalized the 2022 
Work Program of the ABA Policy Advocacy Committee, and 
took note of the recent and planned activities of the ABA in 2022.

ABA Planning Committee Meets on Preparations for the 
2022 ABA Conference

The 38th ABA Conference will be held virtually on 
November 1-4, 2022. The online format and the dates of this 
year’s Conference were decided during the online meeting of the 
ABA Planning Committee held on March 3, 2022.

The decision to hold the 2022 Conference virtually 
was reached by the Committee after taking into account that 
travel restrictions may likely be still in place for some time and 
the hotels are not yet ready to fully open due to the ongoing 
pandemic by the latter part of this year. 

With its decision to hold the 2022 Conference in an 
online format, the Committee agreed on the following: (a) that 
the Conference will be held over a spread of four consecutive 
days, with each day featuring one session focusing on a specific 
topic; and (b) that the ABA internal meetings – the Advisory 
Council Meeting, the ABA Board Meeting, and the ABA Policy 
Advocacy Committee Meeting – will be held separately before 
the Conference proper.

With regard to the Conference dates, the Committee 
members agreed to hold the four-day virtual Conference on 

The 2022 ABA Conference to be 
Held Online in November 
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ABA Announcements
November 1-4, 2022, and that the internal 
meetings be scheduled in the week prior.

The Conference theme was 
also decided by the Committee to be 
“Redefining the Future of Banking 
Through Digital Transformation” and 

that the major Plenary Session topics will 
include: (a) The Digital Transformation 
Journey; (b) Asian Banks: Navigating 
Through a Digitized Environment; (c) 
Digital Currency: A New Era in Banking; 
and (d) Emerging Trends in Banking and 

TABF and ABA to Collaborate on 
Training Programs for Taiwanese Banks

The ABA Policy Advocacy Committee is expected to 
have another busy year ahead with a number of policy issues to 
address as part of its work in 2022.

During its first meeting for this year held online in 
conjunction with the March 3 meeting of the ABA Planning 
Committee, the ABA Policy Advocacy Committee approved its 
2022 Work Program.

As outlined in its Work Program this year, the ABA 
Policy Advocacy Committee - which is currently under the 
chairmanship of Ms. Christina Alvarez, Senior Vice President, 
Head, Corporate Planning Group, Rizal Commercial Banking 
Corp. - plans to prepare position papers that aim to achieve to 
following objectives:

a. Promoting cooperation in managing challenges 
associated with digital transformation and in 
working with Fintech companies to achieve 
financial inclusion 

b. Promoting cooperation in cyber security 
management and in addressing customer fraud; 
and

c. Promoting cooperation in achieving sustainability 
goals

The Committee has identified member banks whom 
it plans to request to prepare the position papers on the above-
mentioned policy issues, and would be approaching them shortly.

The Policy Advocacy Committee was created by the 

ABA Policy Advocacy Committee Approves 2022 Work Program

Officers of the Taiwan Academy 
of Banking and Finance (TABF) led by 
Ms. Ti-Chen Chen on March 17 met with 
executives of the ABA Secretariat led 
by Secretary-Treasurer Mr. Ernest Lin 
to explore possible areas of cooperation 
between TABF and ABA on this year’s 
international training programs to be 
organized by TABF for high-level officers 

Financial Services.
More details on this year’s 

Conference will be sent to all members as 
soon as these are available.

ABA Board of Directors in 1999 to discuss, develop and advocate 
positions to be taken by the association on policy issues affecting 
its members and the banking industry in general. 

Since its creation, the Committee has done considerable 
work in several areas, including (a) local currency bond market 
development; (b) the development of domestic credit rating 
agencies; (c) the Basel II Framework; (d) promoting regional 
convergence toward IFRS; (e) insolvency law and informal 
workouts; and (f) corporate governance; (g) financial inclusion 
and microfinance; (h) credit reporting systems; (i) global 
financial crisis, (j) lessons from the sovereign debt issue in 
Greece; (k) the Basel III Framework; (l) FATCA implications; 
(m) promoting financial literacy; (n) promoting organizational 
transformation; and o) Islamic banking. Through these, the 
ABA was able to make significant contributions to the work of 
regional and international policy-making and regulatory bodies.

of Taiwanese banks to prepare them 
for the international operations of their 
respective organizations. TABF requested 
ABA to nominate speakers from its 
member banks for some of the training 
modules to share their experience and 
best practices particularly on the issues of 
FinTech and ESG.
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virtual meeting of the Board 
of Governors will be held 
to consider ADB’s financial 
statements and net income 
allocation. The meeting 
will be livestreamed and 
available for viewing online 
at the ADB website. 

• 5-8 September 2022 (Stage 
2) - A full-scale Annual 
Meeting will be held in 
Colombo, Sri Lanka to 
address the remaining 
items in the Annual 
Meeting agenda and events. 
Registration details will 
be announced closer to the 

date. 
ADB and the Government of 

Sri Lanka remain fully committed to 
ensuring an engaging and successful 
Annual Meeting that will provide a venue 
to showcase the hospitality, culture, 
development potential, and many other 
opportunities that Sri Lanka can bring 
to ADB shareholders and the wider 
international audience.

For queries about the Annual 
Meeting, please email annualmeeting@
adb.org or visit the ADB Annual Meeting 
website. 

We look forward to your 
participation at this year’s Annual 
Meeting!

The Asian Bankers 
Association (ABA) and Fintelekt 
Advisory Services, jointly conducted 
a webinar on AML Enforcement 
Challenges on February 22, 2022. The 
first ABA-Fintelekt joint webinar of 
2022 was marked by a record turnout 
with 1000+ participants registered 
from across 50 countries.

Moderated by Shirish 
Pathak, Managing Director, Fintelekt 
Advisory Services, the webinar featured Stephen P. Cutler, Chief 
Enterprise Risk and AML Officer, OmniPay, Inc., Nicholas 
McTaggart, Founder, The Murinbin Group, and Avaneesh 
Raman, Consultant – Fiji & Pacific.

The one-hour webinar featured a lively discussion 
among panelists who answered relevant questions from the 
audience.

Some key takeaways from the webinar are highlighted 
below:

 
(1) Enhanced AML/CFT risks observed due to the Covid-19 
pandemic are:

•  The rise of e-commerce activity has added a lot of 
risk because the persons behind the transaction are 
not known or seen. Such transactions become easy 
targets for fake and stolen identities, for frauds as 
well as money laundering. 

• The utilization of alternate technologies and other 
channels (such as telegraphic money orders or 
PayPal) to transfer funds have grown as electronic 

fund transfers are relatively more 
traceable. Transaction amounts in 
such cases may be relatively small, but 
the costs are next to nil so they can be 
very cost effective and cost efficient. 
They are also conducive to activities 
such as smurfing and money mules. 
• Drug shipments and changing modus 
operandi in trans-shipment routes 
have been an observed risk especially 
in the Pacific islands. 

• Criminals are now moving more and more into 
manipulating and infiltrating the supply chains. 
The entities managing the supply chains are not 
obliged to report suspicious transactions and 
present a vulnerability to the system.

“While online payment platforms are great enablers 
and help in financial inclusion, they have brought on enhanced 
and heightened AML and fraud risks. We have seen enhanced 
dialogue and communication by regulators around this issue 
during the pandemic.” – Avaneesh Raman

 
Nicholas expounded on what he calls the ‘3 Ds’ during 

the pandemic:
(1.a) Disruption – the controls that were prevalent in 

financial institutions before the pandemic have become less 
valuable now.

(1.b) Desperation – individuals and small businesses 
have become vulnerable during the pandemic. Criminals have 
found it easier to recruit money mules or offer fake loans to 
businesses due to this disruption.

ABA and Fintelekt holds joint webinar on AML Enforcement Challenges

Training and Education

2022 ADB Annual Meeting

This year’s ADB Annual Meeting 
of the Board of Governors will be held 
in two stages in view of the continuing 
challenges posed by COVID-19 to travel, 
health, and safety of participants. 

ADB’s Board of Directors has 
approved the meeting as follows:

• 5 May 2022 (Stage 1) - A 

mailto:annualmeeting%40adb.org?subject=
mailto:annualmeeting%40adb.org?subject=
https://www.adb.org/annual-meeting/2022/main
https://www.adb.org/annual-meeting/2022/main
https://www.adb.org/annual-meeting/2022/main
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adding information but currently these do not comprise of all FIs 
and in fact leave out the smaller FIs who do not have the money 
or expertise to investigate.

“Don’t do defense reporting. Instead, get your analysts 
focused on the cases that are making the biggest impact to the 
institution itself. Follow up these cases with the regulator and 
remind them to look at these cases.” – Nicholas McTaggart

 
(4) Feedback on STRs filed by FIs
 Notwithstanding privacy issues and the risk of 
compromising ongoing investigations, it would be useful for 
regulators to acknowledge that they have received the STR, 
which can become a part of the documentation maintained by 
the FI.

It would be also useful for FIs to be proactive and 
follow up on cases of concern (such as where there is a flight 
risk involved) and provide real time inputs to FIUs.

“When there’s no feedback, you lose your enthusiasm. 
You have to go by your patriotism or sense of duty, which can 
only take you so far. Pretty soon you start going through the 
motions.” – Stephen Cutler

A recording of the webinar is available on Fintelekt’s 
learning platform Fintelekt Academy HERE.

Registration on Fintelekt Academy, a learning portal on 
on-demand short training videos across a number of categories 
on AML/CFT issues, is free and more than 80% of the content is 
free to view HERE.

As part of Magenta Global's continuing efforts at 
supporting the banking sector, Magenta Global will make 
available to participants the video recordings of all six (6) 
sessions of the two-day online conference on the "13th Mobile 
Money and Financial Inclusion Summit 2022" held on February 
23-24..

 Interested parties can view all of these videos on 
Magenta Global's Youtube channel. Videos of the two-day 
summit are also available on YouTube. Please contact Mr. Jose 
Carpio for private access.

Leveraging the convenience of digital-only banking, 
Temenos and Asia Bankers Association (ABA) invited their 
colleagues and participants to a complementary webinar on kick-
starting a Challenger Bank in 90 days from scratch with a light 
yet powerful technology stack in any business environment. The 
one-hour webinar “How to Build a Digital Bank in 90 days” was 
held on March 22, 2022 at 11:00am SGT.

Video Recordings on 
13th Mobile Money & Financial 

Inclusion Summit 2022

Training and Education
(1.c) Diversification – businesses have changed during 

the pandemic and financial institutions (FIs) now don’t know the 
customer as well as they may have done before the pandemic.

 
(2) Gaps in Enforcement

• Due to supervision moving online, supervisors 
have been restricted in their ability to get FIs to 
address deficiencies or enforce audits. 

• There is a lack of ownership among FIs as very 
few are proactive and are taking steps to plug the 
gaps even without supervisory control. 

• Travel restrictions have impacted cross-border 
investigations, which may be pushed to lower 
priority for law enforcement agencies. 

• Supervisors and law enforcement agencies need to 
collaborate more and integrate their investigations 
with money laundering investigations, which is 
not happening in large measure.

 
(3) Common challenges across regulators and Law Enforcement 
Agencies (LEAs)

Financial Intelligence Units (FIUs) and LEAs are 
unlikely to look at more than a small proportion of the large 
number of reports that they receive. It is difficult for them to 
filter out the important ones from the noise.

Defensive Suspicious Transaction Reports (STRs/
SARs) lead to a trust issue amongst LEAs if the STRs do not add 
much value and have to be investigated all over again. Public 
private information sharing alliances are useful for sharing value 

ABA and Temenos Hold Joint 
Webinar on “How to build a 
digital bank in 90 days” on 

March 22

https://fintelekt.academy/courses/webinar-aml-enforcement-challenges/
https://fintelekt.academy/register/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCdZyEsGjuQvVDkSfvpyCJsQ
mailto:jose%40magenta-global.com.sg?subject=
mailto:jose%40magenta-global.com.sg?subject=
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Partner, held on March 9-22, 2022.
Organized by Infocus 

International, a global provider of strategic 
information and professional services, the 
live online course focused on the risks 
and opportunities for financial institutions 
during its seven sessions. The first two 
sessions covered FinTech that enable 
and disrupt existing banking practices 
by using the possibilities of technology. 
Participants identified new challengers 
that disrupt the status quo.

By joining the course, 
participants was able to: (1) identify 
areas where FinTech would revolutionise 
their banking and finance business; 
(2) learn from the sharing economy on 

which clients target to future revenue 
stream; (3) understand the attack on 
payment systems; (4) learn how big data 
is changing everything; (5) describe the 
goal of artificial intelligence and machine 
learning; (6) recognize the biggest 
competitor to the financial industry; (7) 
appreciate the changes required to the 
banking business model; (8) apply the 
‘Buy Now Pay Later’ concept to their 
business; (9) understand

blockchain, Distributed Ledger 
Technology, cryptocurrencies and the 
future of currency; (10) identify the risks 
and limitations of Distributed Ledger 
Technology; and (11) identify the threats 
cryptocurrencies posed to central banks.

The Asian Bankers Association (ABA) extends the 
invitation to members to participate

in the ESG & Sustainable Finance Online Course to be 
held on April 4-21, 2022.

Organized by Infocus International, a global provider 
of strategic information, and supported by the ABA, the online 
course will feature the following topics during the eight sessions: 
(1) An introduction to Sustainable Finance; (2) The fundamentals 

of ESG indicators; (3) Sustainable investment; (4) Green bonds; 
(5) Climate risk; (6) EU Taxonomy and SFDR; (7) Sustainable 
Fintech; and (8) Next steps in Sustainable Finance. 

By joining the course, participants will be able to: (1) 
understand why Sustainable Finance becomes the new normal; 
(2) learn what ESG comprises and why it is still challenging to 
speak ESG; (3) apply Sustainable Finance concepts to various 
business fields in financial services; (4) combine Open Banking 
with Sustainable Finance; (5) effectively manage climate risks; 
(6) evaluate the impact of the EU Taxonomy and the SFDR; and 
(7) explore next developments in Sustainable Finance.

For more information, interested parties may visit the 
event website, or contact Emilia Mok of Infocus International 
via phone: +65 6325 0210 or e-mail.

ABA Members Invited to Join 
“ESG & Sustainable Finance Online Course”

Training and Education

ABA Supports FinTech and Cryptocurrency Online Course

The Asian Bankers Association 
(ABA) invited members to join the 
FinTech and Cryptocurrency Online 
Course, of which ABA was a Supporting 

The agendas were as follows:

Experts Insights 
• How does the current virtual 

banking landscape in Asia 
look like

• The roadmap to establish 
a Challenger Bank - the 
technology that requires 
your focused attention on a 
weekly and monthly basis

• Understand how to kick 
start operations in 90 days

• Insights into the market’s 
most appealing banking 
solutions

• A sneak-peek into a digital 
bank and/or digital bank 
aspirant success story

Fireside Chat 
• What is the impact of digital 

banks in transforming 
consumers' approach to 
banking services?

 The speakers for the 
webinar were Mr. Frankie Wai, Business 
Solution Director, APAC, Temenos, 
Mr. Charles Shum, Business Solution 
Consultant, Temenos and Mr. Paolo 
Eugenio J. Baltao, Special Assistant to the 
President, Philippine National Bank.

https://www.infocusinternational.com/esg-sustainable-finance
mailto:emilia%40infocusinternational.com?subject=
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Training and Education

ABA Members Invited to Join the Fintelekt-ABA Webinar on 
Cyber Security and Customer Fraud on May 13

The Fintelekt Advisory 
Services and the Asian Bankers 
Association (ABA) will jointly 
organise a complimentary 
webinar focusing on “Cyber 
Security and Customer Fraud” 
to be held on May 13, 2022 from 
10:00am to 12:00 noon SGT/
HKT.

The webinar aims to share information and best 
practices on adopting and managing cyber security measures, 
and in dealing with and protecting one’s organization from 
customer fraud, as well as on relevant government policies and 
regulations governing cyber security and customer fraud. 

The webinar will provide a convenient virtual learning 
opportunity for ABA members and banking and financial 
services professionals in Asia.

ABA & Cyberbeat to hold a webinar on "Winning the Customers' trust in 
the faceless marketplace and the digital world" on April 29

 The Asian Bankers Association (ABA) and  Cyberbeat, 
an associate member of ABA, are jointly conducting an one-
hour complimentary webinar on "Winning the Customers’ trust 
in the faceless marketplace and the digital world" to be held on 
Friday April 29th 2022 from 2:00PM – 3:00PM Singapore Time. 
 This particular webinar, to be presented by Rajan 
S. Narayan, Cyberbeat CEO, will discuss the challenges that 
banks face with identity thefts, authentication processes and the 
technology solutions in cyber environment. 
 The agenda of the one-hour webinar will be as follows:

Agenda:
(1) Challenges with identity access thefts and compromised 
second factor authentication facing banks with online services 
and products being used by customers.

(2) Secure Second Factor Authentication – non SMS based
• Typical challenges and scams with current 2FA 

solutions available in the market 

• Vken2FA© - Introducing Offline, mobile network 
independent 2FA solution from Cyberbeat 

• Real-world applications and Use cases
 
(3) Secure Sign-in for banks APPs and portals 

• Typical challenges with Password based sign-in, 
identity frauds, Scams etc 

• VkenSign-In© - Introducing Password-less, secure 
Sign-in solution from Cyberbeat 

• Real-world applications & Use cases
 
(4) Enhancing Online Card Payment Security

• Typical challenges with CNP transactions, Tokenization 
etc. 

• VkenPay© - Introducing Dynamic, Offline Virtual 
Card solution from Cyberbeat 

• Scaling and lowering tokenization costs 
• Real-world applications & Use cases

 
(5) Cyberbeat payment processing Solutions - Truly a game 
changer

• Enabling Cyberbeat solutions for your customers & 
key business benefits

 
(6) Q&A
 Participation in the webinar is free of charge. Interested 
parties can register HERE.

Key Training Topics to be 
covered: 
• Recent trends in fraud and 
key risks for banks
• Challenges due to the 
Covid-19 pandemic and its long-
term impact
• Regulatory developments 

and expectations
• Cyber security best practices for banks
• The importance of awareness and training for staff

The speaker of this training program will be Dr. J 
Michael Skiba, an international expert on cybercrime.

The training programme will be followed by a short 
Assessment and participants who pass the assessment will be 
issued a Certificate of Participation.

Interested parties may register through the Registration 
Link.

https://us06web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_r5rjLytARdigD7qQmMIx3g
https://us06web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_r5rjLytARdigD7qQmMIx3g
https://zoom.us/webinar/register/6816480113304/WN_sEQv1KcYQg-NDWMqenmHTw
https://zoom.us/webinar/register/6816480113304/WN_sEQv1KcYQg-NDWMqenmHTw
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Russia-Ukraine Crisis Amplifies Growth and Inflation Risks in Asia

News Updates

The sharp escalation of the Russia-Ukraine crisis has 
led us to change our global baseline. This assumes a prolonged 
period of instability following the installation of a “friendly” 
government in Ukraine by Russia.

Our new baseline incorporates higher energy, food and 
other commodity prices over the medium term, as well as more 
financial market disruption and tougher EU and U.S. sanctions 
on Russia.

The impact of these changes on our global forecasts 
is expected to be significant, with Russia bearing the heaviest 
impact.

We estimate that global growth will be 0.2ppts lower 
in 2022 from our no-crisis baseline, while inflation could be 
0.7ppts higher. For Asia-Pacific (APAC), GDP growth will likely 
be lower, by 0.1ppts-0.15ppts in 2022, and inflation higher, by 
0.3ppts-0.4ppts (Exhibit 1).

Exhibit 1: The Crisis Will Impact Both Growth and Inflation 
Adversely

Limited Links With Russia and Ukraine, but Asia Not 
Completely Insulated

Asia’s geographical distance from the center of the 
crisis, and its weak trade and investment linkages with both 
countries, should shield it from a significant impact from either 
a collapse in Russian imports or any trade or investment barriers 
imposed by Russia’s administration.

Russia and Ukraine together account for less than 
1% of total exports for most Asian economies (Exhibit 2). The 
notable exception is China. But even there, the share is not 
big enough to be of great concern. The picture is similar for 
imports. While import dependency is slightly higher compared 
to exports, Russia is not the main source of energy or other 
commodity imports for Asian economies. They largely depend 
on the Middle East for energy supplies and on intra-regional 
trade for other raw materials.

Exhibit 2: The Trade Channel Represents a Minor Source of Risk

Russia is also not an important source of FDI, with 
a minuscule share of total FDI inflows into Asia. Despite its 
political proximity to India and China, it does not feature in the 
top 10 sources of FDI for either.

Oil and Commodity Prices
 But this doesn’t mean that global developments will 
have no consequence for Asia. We see two main channels of 
impact. The first, and the most important channel, is via higher 
oil and commodity prices. We now expect oil prices to remain 
above $100/barrel until the early stages of the second half and 
also see the plausibility of the crisis pushing up base metal and 
food prices. This will result in a negative terms-of-trade shock 
for Asia, as it is a net commodity importer.
 Simulations on our Global Economic Model show that 
an average oil price of $100/barrel in 2022 will lower Asia’s GDP 
growth by 0.2ppts, while raising inflation by 0.5ppts. Higher 

By Priyanka Kishore, Head of India and Southeast Asia  Economics at Oxford Economies

Exhibit 3: Higher Oil Prices Will Boost Inflation and 
Weigh on Grow
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News Updates
inflation will squeeze household spending across the board. 
But the eventual GDP growth impact will vary substantially 
across the region, with large oil importers such as South Korea, 
Singapore and India being most affected. Meanwhile, Malaysia 
will suffer less as it’s an oil exporter, and the cost for Indonesia 
will likely be offset to a large degree by it being a net commodity 
exporter (Exhibit 3).

External Demand Under Pressure
 The second channel is lower foreign demand. With all 
major economies globally now expected to grow at a slower pace 
in 2022 and 2023, external demand will come under pressure. 
This has implications for the growth outlook of the more export-
oriented Asian economies.
 Other than these, risks to cross-border financial flows 
need to be monitored closely. At first sight, risks to Asia’s 
financial sector from the sanctions imposed on Russian banks 
appear low. Australia and Japan are the only APAC economies 
so far that have joined the West in announcing sanctions against 
Russia. Taiwan has announced its intention to do so.
We expect China to continue its economic engagement 
with  Russia. But the latest energy deals and potentially 
new agriculture deals will likely be denominated in renminbi. 
Also, China’s commercial banks may scale back their financial 
transactions with Russia given their exposure to the U.S. dollar 
system.
Still, as past crises have highlighted, in an increasingly integrated 
global financial system that is dominated by the U.S. dollar, 
unexpected disruptions may materialize quickly. It’s likely that 
Asian markets will remain volatile for the foreseeable future in a 
risk-off environment (Exhibit 4).

Exhibit 4: Markets Will Likely Remain on an Uncertain Footing 
for Now

But eventually we are likely to see more differentiation 
based on economic fundamentals. Some Asian markets could 
benefit as relative havens of stability and increase their share 
of global capital flows. These risks, however, are likely to 
increase for the twin deficit countries — India, Indonesia, and 
the Philippines, and also Malaysia to some degree, given its 
dependence on foreign borrowings.

From a policy perspective, higher inflation and 
deteriorating deficits will increase the pressure on the Reserve 
Bank of India and the Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas to act more 
aggressively, even as growth is slowing. How they navigate this 
policy dilemma will be crucial for investor sentiment and the 
future growth outlook. For now, we maintain our view of a more 
widespread, but relatively muted, tightening in Asia ex-China 
this year.

A version of this piece originally appeared on Unravel.
Brink News

38th ABA Annual 
Conference will be held 

virtually on November 1 - 4, 
2022

https://unravel.ink/russia-ukraine-war-amplifies-growth-and-inflation-risks-2/
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Global supply chains, still 
reeling from the effects of the Covid-19 
pandemic, are facing further disruptions 
caused by Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, 
with knock-on effects for oil and gas 
prices. While there may be fewer direct 
trade and investment ilnks between 
Russia and Asia Pacific, Asian corporates 
will be impacted through other channels, 
experts said.

“Asian markets are less directly 
exposed than Europe, but are not immune 
to the shock,” explained Guillermo 
Felices, global investment strategist at 
PGIM Fixed Income.

The invasion of Ukraine 
by Russia on February 24 disrupted 
manufacturing and commodity supply 
chains and sent oil prices rising to nearly 
all-time highs, with the price of Brent 
crude hitting $139.13 a barrel on March 7.

“The main channel of contagion 
is likely to be via the disruption of 
manufacturing processes that are linked 
to commodities and energy. Energy is an 
important input for the shipping industry 
for example, and freight rates have risen 
again in February,” Felices said.

The Baltic Dry Index, an 
indicator of average prices paid for the 
transport of dry bulk materials across 
more than 20 routes, rose by more than 
50% during February, Bloomberg data 
shows.

But while Asia is a net importer 
of energy, it is not as directly exposed to 
Russian energy as the Eurozone, which 
according to Felices, derives a third of its 
energy imports from Russia. He added that 
Asia is also not as dependent on Russia 
and Ukraine for imports such as wheat, 
even though Russia and Ukraine account 
for around a third of global production.

Additionally, Asian economies 
are less likely to feel the inflationary 
pinch as they had lower inflation to begin 
with, Felices said.

Cedric Chehab, global head of 
country risk at Fitch Solutions, concurred: 
“Inflation in Asia has been lower, in part 
the result of a weaker demand story in 
2021, stricter Covid-19 policies and less 
fiscal stimulus compared to the West,” he 
explained.

Chehab believes that the biggest 
threat to supply chain normalization in 
Asia continues to be the pandemic and 
China’s adherence to its “zero-Covid” 
strategy.

“Asia has been and remains 
much more conservative in terms of their 
pivot to the endemic strategy compared 
to the rest of the world, so they are more 
likely to have continued supply chain 
issues related to Covid-19 outbreaks,” he 
said.

According to analytics firm 
GlobalData, Hong Kong, India, Japan, 
Singapore, South Korea and Vietnam 
constituted 29.9% of Chinese exports in 
2020.

But while the direct economic 
and supply chain shocks of the conflict 
in Ukraine may be less strong in Asia, 
corporates here are likely to feel the 
impact through the war’s contagion on 
financial markets.

“The dollar index has risen 
sharply in the past few days, and emerging 
market bond yields are widening in 
response to greater risk aversion,” 
Chehab said. He pointed to surges in bond 
volatility indicators, such as the BofAML 
MOVE Index, which surged to a prices 
of $131.82 on March 7, from $85.74 one 
month prioir, indicative that bond markets 
are experiencing higher volatility than 
equity markets.

“For corporate treasury 
departments, this is important because 
it could mean financing costs are rising. 
And with more exchange rate volatility, 
they also may face challenges to currency 
hedging,” he added.

“The war in Ukraine has 
injected considerable volatility into the 
rates and spreads across markets and has 
thus reduced the number of days when 
investment grade credit issuers were 
willing to attempt issuing new bonds,” 
added David Del Vecchio, co-head of 
US investment grade corporate bonds, at 
PGIM Fixed Income.

Cyber risks
Another possible concern for 

corporates in Asia is the increased risk of 
cyberattacks.

News Updates

According to Chehab, Google 
search trends for “Russian cyberattack” 
and “Russian hacking” have surged in the 
last few days, and he has been hearing 
more anecdotal evidence of cyberattacks 
happening over the few past weeks.

While we can’t know for certain, 
one hypothesis is that there might be 
Russian hackers who are attacking 
companies and governments from those 
countries that have imposed sanctions on 
them,” he said. He highlighted the recent 
cyberattacked of Toyota, which forced the 
Japanese car manufacturer to temporarily 
halt, operations.

Japan’s sanctions on Russia 
include suspension on visa issuance for 
key Russian individuals, asset freezes on 
Russian banks, export restrictions, and 
cutting off selected Russian bank from the 
SWIFT global payments system.

In terms of the longer-term 
impacts of conflict, Chehab pointed to 
changes in security polices, trade flows 
and geopolitics.

“We’re seeing Europe start to 
rethink its defence and energy policies, 
committing to a much higher spending of 
defence and reducing their dependency 
on Russian gas,” he said. Chehab believes 
that Europe may look to build more ports 
to receive energy imports from the US 
and Qatar, as well as accelerate its energy 
transition away from fossil fuels.

Geopolitical implications
While Russia’s relations with 

the West are likely to remain cold beyond 
the conflict, it will be interesting to watch 
the development of its relations with 
China and India, Chehab shared. Both 
Asian nations are yet to publicly condemn 
Russia’s attack on Ukraine.

China-Russia relations are likely 

Asian treasurers to feel the effects of Ukraine war on financial markets
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that the situation highlighted treasurers’ need to respond quickly 
to uncertainties amid a turbulent geopolitical environment.

Another said that the conflict highlighted the long-
standing monopoly that SWIFT has held over global payments 
systems, and the possibility for disruption in this space.

Corporate Treasurer

to strengthen, but India may be caught in the middle of its strong 
relations with both the West and Russia, he added. “India, is 
increasingly seen as important by the West in terms of helping to 
counterbalance China’s economic and military rise.”

One Asia-based treasurer who wished to remain 
anonymous told Corporate Treasurer that her team had not yet 
felt the impact of the Ukraine conflict on daily operations, but 

News Updates

The global costs of the pandemic last year resulted in the 
highest global debt levels in half a century, according to a report 
from the International Monetary Fund. Since the beginning of 
COVID-19 in 2020, governments around the world have taken 
on new debt to pay for higher health care costs, unemployment 
and food and to help businesses survive. 

The debt-to-GDP ratio compares a country’s debt to its 
economic output. Countries with a debt-to-GDP ratio over 77% 
for prolonged periods of time experience economic slowdowns, 
according to a study from The World Bank. In 2021, Japan had 
the highest debt-to-GDP ratio in the world at 257%. Sudan and 
Greece also top the list with debt-to-GDP ratios above 200%, 
followed by Eritrea (175%), Cape Verde (160%) and Italy 
(154%).

By the end of 2020, global debt reached $226 trillion, 
the biggest one-year increase since World War II. Borrowing by 
governments accounted for over half of that increase, bringing 
the global public debt ratio to a new high of 99% of GDP. This 

Global Debt Is Setting New Records

crisis is hitting low- and middle-income countries harder than 
wealthier countries.

Brink News

Special Features

Digital Transaction Banking Battleground Heating Up

No trend is more reliable than 
transaction banking (TB) retaining its 
much-vaunted position as the bedrock 
of commercial banking customer 
engagement and relationship management 
strength. Across cash management, 
payment processing and cross border 
payments, corporates start and finish 
their assessment of a Bank’s overall 
competence predicated on overall TB 
capability.

As CFOs and corporate 
treasurers shift from COVID-19 pandemic 
“shell shock” in 2020, acceptance in 2021 
and now adaption in 2022, where should 
incumbent TB leaders invest to retain 
clients growing increasingly impatient 

with the level of new functionality 
available to them?

Conversely how must challenger 
TBs successfully scale up for growth?

Technology Transformation
The accelerated rate of 

digitalisation following the pandemic has 
forced corporates towards a markedly 
different product and service proposition. 
Treasury services are overlapping with 
information technology (IT) and CTO 
responsibilities more frequently. East 
& Partners research suggests treasury 
professionals are struggling to deliver on 
the rapid rate of innovation in the core TB 
function, placing severe pressure on key 
decision makers to meet rising internal 

liquidity and cash forecasting benchmarks 
on a wider scale.

East & Partners 2021 Global 
Insight Report “Bank Relationship 
Management Post COVID” confirms a 
high proportion of large corporates are 
crying out for digital functionality they do 
not currently have access to yet urgently 
require (44 percent). 14 percent of large 
corporates need cloud technology and 
software-as-a-service (SaaS) support. 
One in ten are seeking e-Documentation 
support, particularly in trade finance 
(11 percent), require greater support for 
fraud protection (10 percent) or want to 
learn more about artificial intelligence (9 
percent).

https://www.imf.org/en/Publications/WEO/Issues/2021/10/12/world-economic-outlook-october-2021
https://elibrary.worldbank.org/doi/abs/10.1596/1813-9450-5391
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CFOs? For many leading TBs the solution has been to partner 
with Fintechs or acquire them outright to ensure they keep pace 
with competition, for example CommBank and Waddle, NAB 
and Lighter Capital, ANZ’s incubator division 1835i within its 
ANZi innovation arm, Westpac and FrankieOne for onboarding, 
Citi and HighRadius, SocGen and Kyriba and many more tie-
ups globally.

As the race heats up for TB dominance, challenger TBs 
are well placed to win relationship share away from ingrained 
market leaders who have enjoyed “sticky” customers for the 
better part of ten years. Specific digital functionality is the 
difference between merely becoming a secondary TB on the 
fringes or fully supplanting primary TBs with the onus firmly 
placed on value for money in 2022 and beyond.

Payments Cards & Mobile

Urgently Required Digital Functionality Currently Lacking

Special Features

Source: East & Partners Global Insight Report – RM Post-COVID (N: 
748)

In 2020, within the enterprise application software 
market, the cloud market became larger than the non-cloud 
market for the first time primarily driven by COVID.

Electronic Service Delivery satisfaction ratings jumped 
three points year-on-year in the Australian middle market from 
1.44 to 1.41 on a one to five scale where 1 = satisfied to 5 = 
dissatisfied, indicating the largest single year improvement in 
the last decade. The Big Four majors in Australia and key 
international TBs including HSBC and Citigroup are clearly 
fighting back against acquisitive domestic and international 
rivals such as BoQ, Suncorp and JPMorgan.

The main focus however falls on the aggregate “Other” 
total of TBs outside the top eleven nominated providers. This 
figure has more than doubled since 2019 from 0.6 percent to 
1.2 percent, albeit from a low base, indicating competition is 
intensifying beyond the traditional playing field.

Post-Crisis Customer Churn Leaping Forward
Middle market enterprises are becoming increasingly 

less likely to bank in a holistic way, opting instead to ‘shop 
around’ for competitive pricing and improved service in lock 
step with their larger corporate counterparts as opposed to 
SMEs allocating the majority of their TB wallet to their primary 
provider.

Customer churn intentions have reached record highs, 
exceeding the pre-Global Financial Crisis (GFC) peak by a 
significant margin with one in three corporates likely to change 
TB in the next six months (31 percent). Currently just under one 
in two corporates are unlikely to switch (46 percent) yet during 
the GFC as many as nine out of ten corporates were unlikely to 
switch (87 percent).

Likelihood of Changing Primary TB in the Next Six Months
What is causing so many middle market enterprises 

to have “cold feet” given their propensity to “sit tight” during 
the last financial crisis? Key customer churn drivers include 
better pricing (43 percent), improved collateral (24 percent) and 
improved customer support (14 percent).

As technology and TB become more closely intertwined, 
are traditional powerhouse TBs still fitting into the equation for 

Source: East & Partners Global Insight Report – RM Post-COVID (N: 
748)

Among Member Banks

Bank of East Asia to sell non-
life insurance businesses to 
AIA for $278 million

Bank of East Asia 
(BEA) said on March 4 that it has agreed to sell its non-life 
insurance and healthcare services businesses to a unit of AIA 
Group Ltd for an aggregate HK$2.168 billion ($278 million).

BEA agreed to sell its medical, travel and general 
insurance services unit Blue Cross (Asia-Pacific) Insurance and 
all of its 80% interest in healthcare services unit Blue Care JV 
(BVI) Holdings to AIA to generate value for shareholders.

The Hong Kong-based bank expected to book an 
aggregate profit of HK$1.534 billion upon completion of the 
deals, it said in a filing to the Hong Kong bourse.

Asia-focused AIA's largest market is mainland China, 
which along with Hong Kong accounts for about half of its 
business.

BEA shares have risen 11.8% so far this year as of last 
close, while AIA shares have gained 1%.

Nasdaq
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Among Member Banks
State Bank of India's exposure to Russia, Ukraine less than 
$10 million

State Bank of India’s (SBI’s) exposure to Russia, which 
is facing sanctions following invasion of Ukraine, is less than 
$10 million. Banks will get 10 days to complete the processing 
of payments already in the system to avoid near-term problems 
for businesses and trade.

While getting clarity for the entire system exposure 
remains a work in progress, the bank (SBI) has small transaction 
exposure (less than $10 million), said senior bank executive. 
Following sanctions imposed on the transactions with Russian 
entities, the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) moved in to find a 
way for stuck payments. It is collecting information from all 
banks on the nature of exposure. Based on feedback, the banking 
regulator will come out with an action plan, said senior bankers.

According to news agency Reuters, the European 
Union is excluding seven Russian banks from the Society 

Bank Pasargad's recent achievement in the rankings of Top 
500 Banking Brands 2022

"Once again, after six years of being listed among the 
world's top banking brands, Bank Pasargad as the only Iranian 
bank ranked 257th among the world's top 500 banking brands of 
2022 with an estimated brand value of USD 613 million by the 
internationally well-known Banker Magazine.

The ranking of the world’s top 500 banking brands 
is published annually by the Banker Magazine and the Brand 
Finance institution on the basis of historical and forecasted 
revenue streams of the bank as well as qualitative brand data 
indicators. The methodology of "Royalty Relief" which is 
employed in this ranking uses a discounted cash flow technique 
to discount estimated future royalties at an appropriate discount 
rate to arrive at a net present value of the trademark and 
associated intellectual property. 

In 2021, Bank Pasargad was ranked 290th among top 
500 banking brands with an estimated brand value of USD 473 
million. Additionally, the Bank was ranked as the ninth leading 

MUFG Bank to Invest USD 300 Million in Indian Startups
MUFG’s core banking subsidiary MUFG Bank 

announced that it plans to invest USD 300 million in Indian 
startups through the new MUFG Ganesha Fund.

Through this fund, MUFG Bank will invest in middle- 
to late-stage Indian startups. In the future, we will aim to leverage 
our group strengths to provide a wide range of financial services 
to our portfolio companies.

India, aided by strong economic growth, has seen an 
increase in the number of startups leveraging digital technology, 
given the rise of young digital natives in the country, the rapid 
spread of the Internet, and the promotion of governmental 
policies that support digitalization. Many of these startups 
are using technology to solve social issues, such as fintech 
companies that support unbanked segments within the country 
who were previously unable to receive financial services as well 

for Worldwide Interbank Financial 
Telecommunication (SWIFT) 
messaging system that underpins global 
transactions as part of its sanctions over 
Russia’s invasion of Ukraine.

The banks will be given 10 days to wind-down their 
SWIFT operations. Generally, payments in the pipeline are 
exempt from sanctions, but no new one can be put into the 
system. Such relaxation was given when strict measures were 
imposed on Iran as well, said a senior public sector bank (PSB) 
executive.

The government and the RBI are working on steps 
to have a mechanism for payments to continue for trade and 
business. Exploring the use of the rupee-rouble arrangement is 
part of those efforts.

Business Standard

bank in the world with a 53% growth in brand value and gained 
seventh place in the world in terms of growth in ranking.

Furthermore, The Banker announced Bank Pasargad as 
Bank of the Year in Iran for the years 2010, 2012, 2013, 2014, 
2015, 2016 & 2021. The banker also announced Bank Pasargad 
as Islamic Bank of the Year in years 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, 
2017 & 2021."

The Banker Magazine & Brand Finance Institution

as companies specializing in the 
environmental sustainability and 
renewables sectors.

Since positioning the capture of Asian growth, 
responding to the digital shift, and contributing to environmental 
and social issues are priority strategies, MUFG has pursued 
initiatives in the region, such as building a business platform 
through investments in partner banks and supporting startups 
via Mars Growth Capital. We will further contribute to the 
development of new industries and the sustainable development 
of local communities by financially supporting the growth 
of startups in India. Through the fund, MUFG will also drive 
collaboration with promising companies in the areas of tech and 
IT, and explore new business opportunities.

MUFG Newsroom
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Mizuho and Chung-Hua Institution for Economic Research 
sign MOU for cooperation on research in economic and 
industrial areas

Mizuho Bank, Ltd. (President & CEO: Koji Fujiwara) 
and Chung-Hua Institution for Economic Research (Chairman: 
Tsaur Tien-Wang; CIER) have signed a memorandum of 
understanding (MOU) for cooperation on research in economic 
and industrial areas. Mizuho is the first Japanese bank to sign an 
MOU with CIER.

Founded in 1981, CIER is a think tank under Taiwan’s 
Ministry of Economic Affairs (MOEA). CIER makes policy 
recommendations based on specialized research in specific 
areas which contribute to Taiwan’s economic and industrial 
development.

This MOU aims to support exchange between Japanese 
and Taiwanese companies through mutual cooperation on 
research in economic and industrial areas. Specific initiatives 
being conducted are as follows:

1. Exchanging views on the results of economic 
research between Japan and Taiwan

2. Visiting between Japan and Taiwan for researcher 
interaction and exchange

3. Sharing publications
4. Hosting events jointly
CIER’s advanced expertise enables it to analyze global 

Among Member Banks

Maybank continues repayment assistance plan
Malayan Banking Bhd (Maybank) will continue 

offering support to customers who are still recovering from the 
effects of the pandemic under its Maybank repayment assistance 
programme for individual, small and medium enterprises 
(SMEs) as well as non-retail customers.

In a statement on March 9, the bank said its focus 
was to tailor financial support for its customers in line with its 
mission of humanising financial services.

The Maybank repayment assistance is available to all 
individual customers who have experienced loss of employment 

Bank of Maldives opens ATM Centre in Hirilandhoo
Bank of Maldives has opened a Self-Service Banking 

ATM center in Thaa Atoll Hirilandhoo as part of the ongoing 
investment program to support local communities by expanding 
banking services across the country.

The ATM center will support individuals and businesses 
in depositing and transferring money on a round-the-clock basis, 
in addition to the general cash withdrawal service.

BML’s CEO and Managing Director, Tim Sawyer 
commented, “We are delighted to expand our Self-Service 
Banking services and support the community of Hirilandhoo. 
This centre will benefit the people and businesses of the 
island and ensure that convenient banking services are widely 

economic and industrial trends at the 
highest level. By combining CIER’s 
knowledge with Mizuho’s research 
and consulting functions and large 
client base, we will offer valuable information to Japanese and 
Taiwanese companies, facilitate mutual understanding regarding 
economic environments, and promote collaboration.

In 1959, Mizuho became the first foreign bank to 
establish a branch in Taiwan, and has since grown alongside 
Taiwan’s economy for more than 60 years. We currently have 
three branches in Taiwan (Taipei, Taichung, and Kaohsiung), 
which support many Japanese and Taiwanese companies.

Within our long history in Taiwan, Mizuho has 
signed MOUs with the Taiwan External Trade Development 
Council and InvesTaiwan, the latter of which is also under 
the MOEA, to promote collaboration between Japanese and 
Taiwanese companies in Asia and in the semiconductor industry. 
The global collaboration between Japanese and Taiwanese 
companies in various industries, such as in semiconductors 
and electric vehicles, is growing increasingly important. Under 
our commitment to contributing to Japanese and Taiwanese 
economic development, we will cooperate with CIER to further 
strengthen the information and support we provide to clients. 

Mizuho Bank Newsroom

or at least a 50% reduction in income, as 
well as SMEs and non-retail customers 
who have experienced a decrease in 
revenue.

It added that the affected 
customers must meet several criteria 
namely not under an existing repayment assistance programme 
as at the date of application, loan/financing is still performing 
(not in arrears for more than 90 days), as well as loan/financing 
having been disbursed on or before Sept 30, 2021.

The Star

accessible”.
In addition to 

the new ATM Centre 
in Hirilandhoo, Thaa Atoll also has a branch with self-service 
banking facilities in Guraidhoo and Veymandoo as well as a 
Self-Service Banking ATM Centre in Thimarafushi.

With a nationwide network of 35 branches across all 
20 atolls, 80 Self-Service Banking Centres, 138 ATMs, over 
200 agents and a full suite of Digital Banking services, Bank of 
Maldives is committed to supporting individuals, businesses and 
communities across Maldives.

Bank of Maldives Newsroom
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Among Member Banks
Savings bank integration nets PNB extra P7.5-B capital

Tycoon Lucio Tan-led Philippine National Bank (PNB) 
recently collected back P7.5 billion worth of excess capital from 
PNB Savings Bank which has been integrated into the parent 
bank.

PNB acquired the assets and assumed the liabilities 
of PNB Savings back in 2018. The latter’s corporate name had 
been changed to Allied Integrated Holdings Inc. (AIHI) and its 
articles of incorporation amended.

The integration was intended to deliver a more efficient 
banking experience, as well as serve a wider customer base. The 
customers of former thrift bank arm, on the other hand, will have 
access to PNB’s diverse portfolio of financial solutions upon full 
integration.

The consumer lending business operated through PNB 
Savings was also seen to benefit from PNB’s ability to efficiently 
raise low cost of funds.

The integration was approved by the Bangko Sentral 
ng Pilipinas in 2019 and became effective in March 2020. The 
thrift bank thereby surrendered its banking license to the local 

RCBC Bank execs bullish on biz growth as economy recovers
The continued recovery of the domestic economy 

makes executives of Rizal Commercial Banking Corporation 
(RCBC) optimistic of a similar outcome for the bank. 

 The bank’s net income grew by 41 percent year-on-
year last year to PHP7.1 billion, driven by the 13-percent rise of 
both the revenues and loans and 26-percent increase in deposits. 

 In a virtual briefing, RCBC senior vice president Ma. 
Christina Alvarez said 2021 was a good year for the bank because 
of strong growth in their core business and they are committed to 
continue with this performance. 

 “The momentum is there. Really, the outlook is to 
have the same trajectory for core business… We see GDP (gross 
domestic product) growth at 6 percent at the least and we’re 
going to participate in that growth. So, again, the momentum of 

IBEC has developed and adopted a methodology for mapping 
projects with the Sustainable Development Goals

The Board of the International Bank for Economic 
Co-operation has approved the criteria for the alignment of the 
Bank’s projects with the UN Sustainable Development Goals. 
The assessment of projects for alignment with the SDGs will be 
integrated into the decision-making processes on financing and 
investing in the bonds of corporations and financial institutions. 
All loan applications considered by IBEC will undergo an 
appropriate expertise.

As one of the strategic objectives IBEC Development 
Strategy until 2025 includes the implementation of projects 
and operations that are consistent with such Sustainable 
Development Goals as: Zero Hunger (SDG 2), Good Health 
and Well-being (SDG 3), Industry, Innovation and Infrastructure 
(SDG 9), Sustainable Cities and Communities (SDG 11) and 
Climate Action (SDG 13). The methodology approved by the 

central bank.
The thrift bank was 

afterwards converted into a holding 
company, AIHI, as reflected in its 
amended articles of incorporation.

On Feb. 10, the Securities and Exchange Commission 
approved the amended articles of incorporation and by-laws as 
well as the reduction in the authorized capital stock of AIHI 
from P15 billion to P3 billion divided into 30 million common 
shares with par value of P100 each.

Out of the P10.5-billion subscribed and paid-up capital 
of PNB in AIHI, the latter retuned P7.5 billion to the parent bank.

“Plan of merger is not applicable since PNB purchased 
substantially all the assets and assumed substantially all the 
liabilities of AIHI. The funds arising from the purchase will now 
be returned to PNB, as parent bank, as return of capital,” the 
disclosure said.

Inquirer Business

2021 is continuing in 2022,” she said. 
RCBC’s capital expanded by 10 

percent to PHP111 billion last year and capital 
adequacy ratio (CAR), which is a gauge of a 
bank’s financial health, stood at 15.2 percent, 
higher than regulatory requirements. 

 Alvarez said they forecast growth in asset base this 
year to be around mid-teens from around 24.2 percent in 2021. 

 “It will be tempered this year but we still see strong 
growth. So, there will be pockets of opportunities across the 
board,” she said.           

The Philippine News Agency

Board is not limited to these 
priority Goals and covers all 
17 UN Goals.

The introduction 
of a methodology for assessing projects in terms of their 
alignment with the SDGs will allow for a comprehensive impact 
assessment in terms of the Bank's contribution to the sustainable 
development of the economies of the IBEC member states.

“By examining projects through the prism of the UN 
SDGs, we expect to be more in line with the civilizational 
challenges facing the world community and contribute to the 
solution of not only economic, but also humanitarian tasks with 
each of our projects, which are equally important for all member 
states of the Bank, for our partners and clients. This is especially 
important in the current turbulent international environment,” – 
said Denis Ivanov, Chairman of the IBEC Board.

International Bank for Economic Co-operation News
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Among Member Banks
DBS survey finds that most SMEs in 
Singapore continue to keep a close 
eye on cashflow, despite confidence in 
coping with cost pressures

While the global economy 
shows tentative signs of recovery, SMEs 
in Singapore are controlling their purse 
strings tightly, with over 85% of SMEs 
indicating that ensuring consistent 
cashflow and managing costs was a high 
business priority in 2022.

Nevertheless, SMEs appear 
ready to tackle some of the most 
prominent cost drivers looming in the 
horizon, though medium-sized enterprises 
were generally more confident of coping 
with rising costs as compared to micro 
and small businesses:

• On the impending GST 
hikes, 100% of medium-
sized enterprises were 
confident of weathering 
the impact, and eight in 10 
micro and small businesses 
said the same

• On the rising global interest 
rate environment, more than 
nine in 10 medium-sized 
enterprises were confident 
of weathering the impact, 
and 75% of micro and small 
businesses said the same

• On inflationary pressures, 
more than eight in 10 
medium-sized enterprises 
were confident of 
weathering the impact, and 
70% of micro and small 
businesses said the same.

DBS ran its SME Pulse Check 

Survey after the Singapore Budget 2022 
was announced with 250 SMEs across 
a broad spectrum of industries to better 
understand the needs and concerns of the 
SME community.

Joyce Tee, Group Head of SME 
Banking, DBS, said, “While SMEs are 
understandably eager to ride on the 
economic recovery to accelerate their 
growth, business owners are taking a 
prudent approach by placing strong 
emphasis on their cashflow. It is also 
heartening to know that SMEs feel more 
confident about tackling cost challenges, 
which point to the more resilient position 
that the business community is in today as 
compared to a year ago at the height of the 
pandemic.”

Tee added, “Our survey has 
revealed that micro and small businesses 
are generally more worried about coping 
with rising costs. We will double down 
on our efforts to proactively reach out 
to these businesses, which typically 
face more challenges than their bigger 
counterparts in managing their balance 
sheets. For instance, we have leveraged 
AI/ML algorithmic models to deploy a 
proactive risk management system. These 
models enable us to engage vulnerable 
SMEs at the earliest signs of trouble with 
advisory support and financing solutions 
to prevent the situation from becoming 
unsalvageable.”

Notwithstanding the more 
favourable business conditions, SMEs are 
mindful of potential speedbumps ahead 
that could stymie their growth. When 
asked about their top concerns for the year 
ahead, close to half of the respondents 
indicated labour costs and availability 
as their top worry. This was followed 

by about 20% 
who were most 
concerned about 
supply chain 
disruptions.

Commenting on potential supply 
chain risks due to geopolitical tensions, 
Irvin Seah, Senior Economist, DBS, 
said, “While the global recovery from 
the Covid-19 pandemic has provided 
some room for optimism, the geopolitical 
risks emerging from the Ukraine crisis 
is a cause for concern, specifically with 
regards to the upside risks in energy, 
commodities and food prices globally.”

When asked about growth 
prospects for the year ahead, SMEs were 
generally positive, with less than 5% 
of respondents indicating pessimism. 
One factor contributing to this positive 
outlook could be that SMEs were on the 
whole profitable in 2021 – over 90% of 
respondents were profitable in 2021, and 
over 40% of this group reported profit 
increases of at least 10% as compared to 
the year before.

When asked about what they 
looked for most in a banking partner, 
SMEs flagged their preference for a 
trusted and reliable banking partner with a 
long track record of supporting businesses 
(75% of medium-sized enterprises; 55% 
of micro and small businesses). Only 1% 
of SMEs would be satisfied with a purely 
digital banking partner. However, when 
asked about discounts and preferential 
rates, only 5% of medium-sized 
enterprises marked this as an important 
factor as compared to 20% of micro and 
small businesses, highlighting differences 
in price sensitivity among SMEs.

DBS News
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First financial posts record NT$19.74 billion in earnings

State-run First Financial Holding Co. said that it would 
continue to pursue profit growth and income diversification in 
wow after achieving record-high earnings in 2021.

The bank-focused group posted NT$19.74 billion 
(US$703.24 million) in net income in 2021, a 17.4 percent 
increase from a year earlier, as its main subsidiary, First 
Commercial Bank, and other units all made contributions, 
despite the COVID-19 pandemic.

That translated into record earnings per share of 
NT$1.52, and came after the company’s non-banking arms 
contributed more than 10 percent in profit, First Financial 
investment relations head Anne Lee told an online investors’ 
conference.

In 2021, First Commercial Bank saw its profit rise 
12.6 percent, while First Financial’s securities arm saw its profit 
more than double and its life insurance unit posted a 23.7 percent 
increase, the company said in its financial statement.

That put an end to the trend of the lender being the sole 
profit driver, Lee said.

Although uncertainty lingers, major central banks are 
bound to normalize their monetary policies in 2022, causing 
global capital to move and adjust, which would be favorable for 
wealth management and interest margins, Lee said.

Overall lending increased 6.9 percent in 2021, with 
net interest margin widening to 1.01 percent last quarter, the 

CTBC celebrates growth in Thailand
CTBC Bank and LH Financial Group PCL (LHFG) 

celebrated the bank consolidating its overseas presence in 
becoming LHFG’s largest shareholder at Siam Kempinski Hotel 
in Bangkok.

CTBC Bank chairman Morris Li, CTBC President 
James Chen, CTBC Financial Holding Co. chief administration 
officer Roger Kao, CTBC Financial chief financial officer Chiu 
Ya-Ling and other senior management figures attended the 
event, along with Taipei Economic Cultural Office in Thailand 
Deputy Representative Hsu Wei-ming and more than 500 special 
guests from the Taiwanese and Thai business communities.

CTBC Bank in 2017 became an LHFG shareholder 
to develop its business in Thailand, and in 2021 increased its 
holdings to 46.6 percent of LHFG shares, making it the financial 
group’s largest shareholder and making LHFG a member of 
CTBC Financial.

In a speech, Li said he was grateful for the support of 
the Taiwanese and Thai governments and thanked the partners 
and the board of LHFG, adding that it was only through the trust 
they showed in CTBC that the bank was able to achieve its latest 
milestone.

statement said.
That enabled 

interest income to increase 
13.1 percent, while fee 
incomes logged an 8.7 gain, 
it said.

First Financial is looking at sustained loan demand 
from the global supply chain realignment and labor shortages, 
which reflect capacity expansion needs on the part of local firms, 
Lee said.

Taiwan’s economy would feature a broad-based 
recovery as the government has eased quarantine rules for 
inbound business travelers and could lift border controls 
altogether, the group said.

Opening up by governments worldwide means First 
Financial has the opportunity to bolster operations in overseas 
markets, it said.

Toward that aim, First Commercial Bank recently 
opened a branch in California’s San Mateo and is seeking to 
increase its presence in Europe.

First Financial would give its shareholders more cash 
and stock dividends based on 2021’s record earnings, Lee said, 
adding that the board would have the final say on the matter.

Taipei Times

With LHFG, 
CTBC now has the most 
branches in Thailand 
of any Taiwanese bank, 
and LHFG would be able to benefit from CTBC’s experience 
and presence throughout North America and Asia to further 
internationalize and diversify its financial services portfolio, Li 
said.

This would enable Taiwanese business in Thailand to 
enjoy access to more comprehensive financial services, while 
also driving LHFG’s growth, he said, adding that he believed 
this would help Thai financial markets thrive.

Hsu said that Thailand has been a major strategic 
partner in realizing Taiwan’s New Southbound Policy, adding 
that Taiwanese businesses developing in the Southeast Asia 
market rely on assistance from Taiwanese financial institutions.

Through LHFG’s service centers, CTBC can expand 
its financial services in Thailand and around the world, Hsu 
said, adding that he was honored to witness this moment and 
delighted to see these bridges of friendship being built between 
Taiwan and Thailand.

Taipei Times
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ESun pledges to use 100% renewable energy by 2030
As a response to the nation’s net-zero carbon emissions 

goals, E.SUN Financial Holding Co. has voiced its commitment 
to use 100% renewable energy by 2030. To achieve this goal, 
the company will increase its green energy usage by 10% each 
year. By building solar power equipment and purchasing green 
energy, the first green energy wheeling project was completed 
in 2021. The annual energy production of solar power projects 
that have already completed energy wheeling has reached 4.25 
million kWh or 10% of the annual power consumption. The 
company’s model zero-carbon Chiayi Branch and the soon-to-
open second headquarters building will be the first to start using 
green energy.

Chairman Joseph N. C. Huang of E.SUN Commercial 
Bank stated that the company started planning its green energy 
procurement since the beginning of 2020. In the last two years, 
E.SUN conducted analyses and discussions with external energy 
providers on its energy usage to find the most suitable energy 
generation methods and locations for its energy projects. After 
multiple meetings, and signing power purchase agreements, 
the projects were reviewed and approved by Taiwan Power 
Company, the Bureau of Energy, MEA, local governments, and 
the Bureau of Standards, Metrology and Inspection, MOEA. 
Finally, the first green energy wheeling project was completed 
in December 2021.

E.SUN has implemented multiple measures to lower its 
carbon emissions, including replacing high power-consuming 
air conditioning units and lights, building solar power generation 
equipment, and signing power purchase agreements. Since 
2017, solar power panels have been installed on the rooftops of 
some of the company’s branches. By 2021, 20 branches have 

Cathay Financial tallies war losses
Cathay Financial Holding Co reported net profit of 

NT$5.23 billion (US$186 million) for February 2022, after 
recognizing expected credit losses of NT$2.6 billion for its 
exposure to Russian bonds in light of the Russia-Ukraine war.

Expected credit losses are an estimate of credit losses 
over the remaining period of a financial instrument. Financial 
firms have rushed to assess the investment value of their Russian 
assets in view of intensifying international sanctions against 
Russia over its invasion of Ukraine.

The West’s decision to freeze the Russian central bank’s 
assets on Feb. 28 has also affected the outlook for Russian debts, 
with S&P Global Ratings, Moody’s Investors Service and Fitch 
Ratings all cutting the country’s sovereign credit rating to “junk.”

Cathay Financial’s expected credit losses of NT$2.6 
billion accounted for 13 percent of the booking value in its 
Russian bonds, including expected losses in both principal and 
interest, it said in a statement.

As of the end of January, Taiwanese life insurers’ 
investments in Russia totaled NT$138.2 billion, while the 
nation’s banking industry recorded NT$64 million in lending to 
Russia and investment of NT$5.04 billion in the country, data 
compiled by the Life Insurance Association and the Financial 
Supervisory Commission showed.

Cathay Financial, one of 
the nation’s largest financial holding 
companies, had NT$20 billion of 
investments in Russia as of the end of 
January, mostly government bonds, 
the company said.

The company said its flagship unit, Cathay Life 
Insurance Co, reported net profit of NT$3.08 billion, and its 
banking arm, Cathay United Bank, posted net profit of NT$1.95 
billion.

With stable business momentum and sound investment 
operations, Cathay Financial said that its cumulative profit in 
the first two months of the year totaled NT$22.35 billion, or 
earnings per share of NT$1.69.

That was lower than the NT$38.94 billion, or earnings 
per share of NT$2.95, that the company reported for the same 
period last year, but remained the second-highest level in the 
company’s history, Cathay Financial said.

The firm would not increase positions in Russian assets 
as the country’s invasion of Ukraine is making investors question 
its suitability for investment in terms of environmental, social 
and corporate governance, it said, adding that it would gradually 
reduce such holdings in the medium to long term.

Taipei Times

installed solar power panels, reaching a total 
installed capacity of 159 kW, and generating 
approximately 220,000 kWh of power per 
year.

Furthermore, E.SUN has also set 
up a rainwater recycling system and saved 
over 11,000 tons of water every year. By 
obtaining the ISO 14046 Water Footprint and ISO 46001 Water 
Efficiency Management, among other international certifications, 
the company has improved its management of water resources. 
In terms of waste reduction, E.SUN enforces waste management 
at both domestic and overseas offices, banning the use of 
disposable melamine tableware and promoting paperless 
transactions. These measures have helped reduce almost 13% 
of the company’s general waste per year, effectively protecting 
our planet.

E.SUN has proactively created a sustainable 
operating environment through green buildings, solar-powered 
branches, and green energy procurement. E.SUN has shown its 
determination to use 100% green energy by 2030 and become 
a “Net-zero Bank” by 2050. In the coming years, E.SUN will 
continue to improve its overall performance, fulfill its corporate 
social responsibilities, and pursue sustainable development. 
The company will incorporate ESG into its financial business 
to respond to and implement the United Nation’s Sustainable 
Development Goals. In addition, leveraging the influence of 
the financial industry, E.SUN will work hand in hand with 
government, industry, and the public to build a sustainable and 
beautiful homeland.

Taipei Times
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Bhutan ushers in optimistic year
Water Male Tiger Year-Outlook: 

The Lunar new year started with a positive 
economic outlook with the prime minister 
announcing a new Covid management 
strategy that will involve lifting the 
lockdown and relaxation of the quarantine 
protocol for travellers.

The economy is expected to 
pick up after the country vaccinates all 
children from the age of five to 11 years 
and switches to a new Covid management 
strategy in April.

Finance Minister Namgay 
Tshering told Kuensel that the Gross 

Hong Kong

Hong Kong announces $21 billion 
budget to support economy as city 
battles new Covid wave

The Hong Kong government 
announced February 23 that it will be 
spending more than 170 billion Hong 
Kong dollars ($21.8 billion) to fight the 
pandemic and support the economy, a 
day after authorities said virus control 
measures will be extended to April 20.

The semi-autonomous Chinese 
city is experiencing its fifth wave of 
coronavirus infections, with daily cases 
soaring to record highs. On Wednesday, 
Hong Kong reported 8,674 new cases.

Chief Executive Carrie Lam 
ruled out a full lockdown, but stuck with 
China’s zero-Covid policy.

Financial Secretary Paul Chan 

Domestic Product (GDP) was predicted 
to rebound to around 4 percent with the 
announcement of the unlocking process. 
The GDP for 2021, he said, was expected 
to be around 3.5 percent although data 
were being compiled.

However, officials are cautious 
that the unlocking process could be 
affected if a more dangerous variant than 
Omicron emerges.

“With the announcement of the 
new Covid management strategy in the 
new year, small and micro industries 
can expect significant growth. It will 
also boost consumption, which is one of 
the drivers of GDP growth,” the finance 
minister said.

Lyonpo Namgay Tshering said 
that the country is looking forward to a 
positive growth after having recorded 
an all-time low GDP growth of -10.08 
percent in 2020.

The government is hoping that 
the impact of the ongoing lockdown on 
the economic front would be less severe 
than that of the past lockdowns.

The finance minister said that 
the ongoing lockdown was improved to 
minimise the impact on the economy. He 
added that the second phase of unlocking 
would also offset the economic loss 
caused by the lockdown.

Kuensel Online

said the spread of the virus has “dealt a 
heavy blow to many people, disrupting 
both their life and work, and seriously 
affected the operations of small- and 
medium-sized enterprises.”

“At this critical time, we need to 
direct more resources to relieve people’s 
hardship and provide SMEs with some 
breathing space so as to stabilise the 
economy and maintain public confidence,” 
he said, according to an official translation 
of his speech.

The economic measures 
announced include:

1. A 100% reduction in profits 
tax for businesses and 
salaries tax for individuals, 
capped at 10,000 Hong 
Kong dollars ($1,280);

2. Consumption vouchers 
worth 10,000 Hong Kong 

dollars;
3. Subsidy of 10,000 Hong 

Kong dollars for the 
temporarily unemployed;

4. Rental waiver for businesses 
that have to be closed 
because of Covid rules.

The budget also allocates 22 
billion Hong Kong dollars to “anti-
epidemic” measures aimed at boosting 
Covid testing, procuring test kits and 
providing support to the city’s Hospital 
Authority, as well as 6 billion Hong Kong 
dollars to buy more vaccines as booster 
doses.

“I have earmarked $20 billion 
for other potential anti-epidemic needs. 
We will provide full support to fight 
the epidemic should more resources be 
required,” said Chan.

CNBC

Iran

Sanctions and trade: Iran aims to 
develop a central bank digital currency

As payment methods continue 
to evolve, new innovations are improving 
financial infrastructures that have been 
in use for years. Currently, central bank 
digital currencies (CBDCs) are a topic 
that has grabbed the attention of many 
nations worldwide including the Islamic 

Republic of Iran.
The Middle Eastern nation has 

faced considerable economic and financial 
hardships due to sanctions imposed on 
it by the United States and believes that 
piloting a CBDC can resolve problems 
associated with the blockade.

Furthermore, some view a CBDC 
as a potential solution to the country’s 
perceived corruption problem.

Corruption allegations have 

trailed Iran for decades. The Corruption 
Perception Index published by 
Transparency International in 2020 had 
scored Iran 25 out of 100. Among those 
indicted in corruption allegations are high-
profile government officials including top 
judges and a parliament speaker who have 
been recently jailed.

Full text can be accessed here.
Coin Telegraph

https://cointelegraph.com/news/sanctions-and-trade-iran-aims-to-develop-a-central-bank-digital-currency
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Ukraine crisis has made China's 
economy dependent on Japan's banks

With dollar liquidity in Asia 
likely to become tighter amid the Ukraine 
crisis and China’s banking system 
remaining domestically focused, Japan’s 
megabanks in financing Asia’s economy 
will be a critical factor in ensuring free 
flow of dollars in the region, reported 
Nikkei Asia.

As per an opinion piece written 

Malaysia

Malaysia, Philippines Central Bankers 
Stick to Caution on Rates

Southeast Asian central bankers 
are keeping a cautious approach toward 
monetary tightening, as the fallout from 
the war in Ukraine stokes risks to global 
growth and inflation.

 Bank Negara Malaysia 
will continue gauging the “appropriate 
degree of monetary policy accommodation 
to make sure this economic recovery 
is much more durable,” Governor Nor 
Shamsiah Mohd Yunus said in a recorded 
interview with Haslinda Amin, part 
of Bloomberg Live’s Asean Business 
Summit on March 16.

by Andrew Hunt and Ben Ashby in 
Nikkei Asia, with China’s banks lacking 
the creditworthiness and international 
connections that Japan’s financial 
institutions enjoy, financing of Asia’s 
trade will be heavily dependent on Japan.

Notably, having a very large 
deposit base but limited domestic demand 
for credit since the 1990s, Japan’s big 
banks were compelled to look for profits 
in international capital markets, which are 
dominated by dollars.

Further, being a close ally of 

the US, Japan has an added advantage as 
compared to China, that is, it can borrow 
dollars directly from the US Federal 
Reserve to provide a temporary overdraft 
to its banks.

However, the People’s Bank of 
China and even the Hong Kong Monetary 
Authority rely on a finite amount of US 
currency reserves, the access to which 
depends on the goodwill of G7 nations, 
according to the opinion piece.

ANI News

 Many Asian policy 
makers have steered clear of hawkish 
pivots, supporting their economies that 
only recently showed more solid recovery 
signs. Yet Russia’s attack on Ukraine has 
fanned commodity prices and clouded 
global trade and investment prospects, 
complicating exit plans from pandemic-
era accommodation.

 For its part, the Bangko 
Sentral ng Pilipinas may increase the key 
rate in the second half, Governor Benjamin 
Diokno said at the summit, adding that 
policy makers “will be patient” amid 
mounting uncertainty. 

The BSP signaled that sustaining 
the recovery “remains a priority” even as 
it said it’s ready to respond to spillover 
price effects.

The statements suggest that 
BNM and BSP still are unlikely to move 
in lockstep with the Federal Reserve, 
which is all but certain to increase rates 
this week.

Policy rates in Malaysia and the 
Philippines have been at record lows since 
July and November 2020, respectively. In 
keeping its key rate steady this month, 
BNM flagged the war in Ukraine as a key 
risk to global trade and growth.

The war’s effect is pulsing 
through trade, price and financial-market 
channels, Shamsiah said. While Malaysia 
stands to benefit from higher commodity 
prices, the nation may be affected by 
softer global demand, she said.

Bloomberg

Singapore

Singapore announces 2022 budget 
proposals

Singapore’s finance minister 
announced the country’s 2022 budget 
proposals in parliament on 18 February 
2022 which included a slew of tax hikes 
as the country expects government 

expenditures to increase to over 20% of 
GDP by 2030. The bulk of the increase in 
spending is expected to go to healthcare 
as the country maintains a “multi-
layer public health defence” against 
COVID-19. The proposal also includes 
a US$372.61 million jobs and business 
support package, as well as allocations 
for infrastructure improvements, digital 

upskilling, and co-funded wage increases 
for lower-wage workers between 2022 
and 2025.

You may access to the full text 
here.

CARI ASEAN Research and 
Advocacy

https://www.reuters.com/markets/rates-bonds/singapore-announces-2022-budget-proposals-2022-02-18/
https://www.reuters.com/markets/rates-bonds/singapore-announces-2022-budget-proposals-2022-02-18/
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Philippines

Philippines' forex buffers inch up in 
February as gold turns pricey

The Philippines' dollar reserves 
inched up in February as the Bangko 
Sentral ng Pilipinas' gold holdings rose in 
value as prices increased.

What’s new
Gross international reserves 

amounted to $107.98 billion as of end-
February, up 0.26% month-on-month, the 
BSP reported on Tuesday.

Why this matters
Foreign reserves are assets 

managed by the BSP as the lender of last 
resort. These are mostly investments in 
gold and foreign currencies that can shield 
the economy during external shocks.

But the dollar buffers’ ascent 
since the pandemic crashed the economy 
in 2020 has been seen as a symptom of 
economic weakness, as anemic domestic 
demand discourage pull down imports, 
which used to be a major driver of dollar 

outflows prior to the health crisis.  
A high GIR level also explains 

the strength of the peso during the 
pandemic. But as demand for dollars 
returns amid a recovery in imports due 
to easing lockdowns, the local currency 
has now weakened P52-per-dollar level, a 
territory not seen since September 2019.

Despite improved economic 
conditions last year, the final GIR level in 
2021 hit below the 2020 finish of $110.1 
billion, which was a record high.

What the BSP says
In a statement, the BSP attributed 

the GIR increase last month to "upward 
adjustment in the value of the BSP’s gold 
holdings due to the increase in the price 
of gold in the international market and the 
BSP’s net income from its investments 
abroad."

What an analyst says
Nicholas Antonio Mapa, senior 

economist for ING Bank in Manila, 
explained that the country's dollar reserves 
will prove useful for the BSP's efforts to 
manage the peso.

"GIR will be key in BSP's defense 
of the Peso, which incidentally is one of 
the worst-performing currencies in the 
region. PHP to be under pressure due to a 
widening trade deficit, policy dissonance 
with the Fed and general risk-off tone 
caused by the geopolitical developments," 
he said in a Viber message.

For Mapa, the peso's weakness 
could inevitably compel the BSP to 
withdraw from the reserves.

"We expect BSP to drawdown 
on its reserves to steady the peso but we 
continue to see parallels with 2018, with 
BSP defending the currency heavily, 
whittling down reserves by 8% (-$7 
billion)," he added.

Other figures
The latest GIR level is equivalent 

to 10.2 months’ worth of imports of goods 
and payments of services and primary 
income. It also represents 8.4 times the 
Philippines’ short-term external debt 
based on original maturity and 5.8 times 
based on residual maturity.

Phil Star

Sri Lanka

IMF urges Sri Lanka to increase taxes
The IMF told Sri Lanka that its 

foreign debt was “unsustainable,” and 
called for devaluation and higher taxes to 
revive the economy.

The COVID-19 pandemic 
pushed the South Asian nation’s tourism 
sector – a key foreign-exchange earner – 
off a cliff, and the government in March 
2020 imposed a broad import ban to try to 
shore up foreign currency.

However, more than two years 
on, Sri Lanka is grappling with food and 
fuel shortages, which its public transport 
cripples as buses ran out of diesel and the 
state imposed blackouts on the week of 
March 4. 

Following its annual review of 
the cash-strapped country, the IMF said 
its fast-dwindling foreign reserves were 
inadequate to service the country’s current 
foreign debt of US$51 billion.

Official data show that Sri Lanka 
needs nearly US$7 billion to service its 
foreign debt in 2022, but the country’s 
external reserves at the end of January 
were only US$2.07 billion – just enough 

to finance one month’s imports.
The IMF stressed “the urgency 

of implementing a credible and coherent 
strategy to restore macroeconomic 
stability and debt sustainability,” 
recommending a return to a “market-
determined and flexible exchange rate” – 
meaning a devaluation of the Sri Lankan 
rupee.

While the Central Bank of Sri 
Lanka set rate is 197 rupees to the US 
dollar, a thriving black market offers 260 
rupees for US currency notes.

This disparity has led to a 
more than 50 percent decline in foreign 
remittances through official banking 
channels.

However, the IMF said that the 
country’s economic woes began before 
the COVID-19 pandemic.

Soon after taking office in 
November 2019, Sri Lankan President 
Gotabaya Rajapaksa cut several taxes 
nearly in half, the IMF said, driving down 
government revenue and forcing it to 
borrow more.

Among recommendations to 
address the crisis was to raise income 
taxes and VAT, “complemented with 

revenue administration reform,” the IMF 
said.

The lack of US dollars to import 
fuel has led to an energy crisis.

Besides brining public transport 
to a halt on March 2, the state’s electricity 
company also imposed a daily seven-
and-a half-hour electricity blackout – the 
longest scheduled power rationing in 
more than a quarter of a century.

Without US dollars to finance 
essential imports, rice, milk powder, sugar 
and wheat flour are in short supply, while 
local industries are unable to bring in raw 
materials and machinery.

The shortages pushed inflation 
to 16.8 percent in January – the fourth 
consecutive record rise – and the IMF 
said it expected it to remain in the double 
digits.

Internationals rating agencies 
have downgraded Sri Lanka over 
expectations that it might not be able 
to service its foreign debt, although the 
government insists that it can meet its 
obligations.

AFP, Colombo
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Taiwan’s four banks expect losses due 
to Russian sanctions

Four local banks with exposure 
to NT$5 billion (US$178.44 million) in 
Russian bonds expect more losses after 
the bonds’ ratings were downgraded due 
to sanctions against Russia following 
its invasion of Ukraine, the Financial 
Supervisory Commission (FSC) said.

Some of the Russian bonds held 
by local banks are Russian government 
bonds, whose yields rose from less than 
5 percent in January to 19 percent in 
February.

As yields and bond prices move 
in opposite directions, rising yields would 

Thailand

Thai exports under GSP and FTA 
privileges surged in 2021

Thai exports’ use of privileges 
provided under free trade agreements 
(FTAs) and Generalised System of 
Preferences (GSP) arrangements grew 

Turkey

Turkey’s Inflation hits 20-year high
The annual inflation rate of 

Turkey hit a two-decade high in February, 
data from the Statistical Institute showed 

lower the prices of bonds.
If the banks determine that the 

Russian bonds are likely to default, they 
would need to book more losses, Banking 
Bureau Chief Secretary Phil Tong told a 
news conference.

Banks in Taiwan evaluate their 
financial assets on a monthly basis.

The changes in valuation would 
affect banks’ net value, and some banks 
told the commission that their board of 
directors would discuss the valuation of 
the Russian bonds soon, Tong said, adding 
that the commission would monitor the 
banks’ potential losses.

To cap the potential damage to 
its economy, the Russian central bank on 
February 28 announced a ban on foreign 

investors selling Russian securities.
Taiwanese life insurers, who hold 

NT138.2 billion in Russian bonds, tend to 
hold the assets as long-term investments, 
Insurance Bureau Deputy Director-
General Chang Yu-hui said, adding that 
many of them have no plan to buy or sell 
Russian bonds in the short term.

As the bonds are denominated in 
US dollars, their valuation would not be 
affected by the plummeting Russian ruble, 
Chang said.

Life insurers’ investment in 
Russian bonds accounts for only 0.46 
percent of their total foreign investment, 
he said.

Taipei Times

by 31.4% and 28.1% respectively in 
2021, bringing the utilization rate of FTA 
privileges to 78.2% up from 2020’s 76.5%. 
The FTAs that saw the highest growth in 
utilization were ASEAN, China, Japan, 
Australia and India. Imports under FTA 
privileges also grew by 28.5% in 2021. 
Separately, Thai exporters’ utilization of 
the Regional Comprehensive Economic 

Partnership (RCEP) rose by over 200% 
month-on-month as more exporters 
sought to utilize the agreement. Privileges 
for exports to Japan were the most in-
demand. 

The full article can be accessed 
here.

Bangkok Post

on March 3, amid a weakening currency 
and President Recep Tayyip Erdogan’s 
policies to cut interest rates. Consumer 
prices increased by 4.8 percent in 
February from the previous month and 
annual inflation reached 54.4 percent, 
the data showed. The rising cost of living 

has become a major source of public 
discontent in the nation as Erdogan seeks 
to win next year’s presidential election. 
The lira lost 44 percent of its value again 
the US dollar in 2021.

Taipei Times

https://www.bangkokpost.com/business/2273559/use-of-fta-privileges-gsp-see-hefty-surge-in-2021?utm_source=CARI+Master+List&utm_campaign=1d62148e5e-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2017_02_17_COPY_01&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_92a8302563-1d62148e5e-68008243
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Vietnam's economy to grow at 6.7 per 
cent in 2022, says Standard Chartered

Vietnam's economy is predicted 
to bounce back strongly, growing at 6.7 
per cent this year and 7.0 per cent in 2023, 
according to Standard Chartered Bank.

The global economy, meanwhile, 
has been forecast to grow at a 4.4 per cent 
rate this year, said Edward Lee, chief 
economist for Asean and South Asia at 
Standard Chartered Bank, against the 5.8 
per cent growth rate in 2021.

High base effects, tighter 
monetary and fiscal policies, global 
supply-chain disruptions, and elevated 
inflation are expected to moderate the 
recovery momentum, following a strong 
bounce earlier in 2021 driven by initial 
vaccine rollouts and government stimuli 
were contributing factors.

Vietnam's economic recovery 
should kick into high gear by the end 

Publications

World Development Report 2022: Finance for an Equitable Recovery

World Development Report 2022: Finance for an 
Equitable Recovery examines the central role of finance in the 
economic recovery from COVID-19. Based on an in-depth 
look at the consequences of the crisis most likely to affect low- 
and middle-income economies, it advocates a set of policies 
and measures to mitigate the interconnected economic risks 
stemming from the pandemic—risks that may become more 
acute as stimulus measures are withdrawn at both the domestic 
and global levels. Those policies include the efficient and 
transparent management of nonperforming loans to mitigate 
threats to financial stability, insolvency reforms to allow for the 
orderly reduction of unsustainable debts, innovations in risk 
management and lending models to ensure continued access 
to credit for households and businesses, and improvements 
in sovereign debt management to preserve the ability of 
governments to support an equitable recovery.

Contact Details: World Bank

of the first quarter of 2022, gaining 
momentum for the rest of the year as well 
as for the medium-term growth, said Tim 
Leelahaphan, economist for Vietnam and 
Thailand at Standard Chartered Bank.

Leelahaphan said he expected 
the South East Asian country to remain 
a key part of the global supply chain as 
rising wages in China, US-China trade 
tensions have compelled companies to 
relocate their production centres out of 
China or to opt for a China+1 strategy.

As this diversification process 
continues over the medium term, Việt 
Nam has a strong appeal to become an 
alternative manufacturing base.

Ben Hung, CEO for Asia at 
Standard Chartered Bank added: "The 
future of sustainability and our journey 
towards net-zero require joint efforts and 
collective action.

"Vietnam is an important market 
in Standard Chartered’s Asia footprint 
and we are committed to investing in the 

country to help finance its sustainable 
development and secure greater economic 
prosperity.

Michele Wee, CEO at Standard 
Chartered Bank Vietnam commented, 
“The Vietnamese economy is now on 
a recovery trajectory. In our market 
research, our clients have told us that 
Vietnam holds tremendous potential for 
growth and investment attraction.

"The country is playing an 
increasingly important role in international 
trade and the global supply chain. As a 
leading international bank in Vietnam, we 
remain fully committed to supporting the 
country’s strong, sustainable recovery and 
growth in 2022 and the years to come.”

The recovery process was 
discussed at a forum in Hanoi organised 
by the bank and Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs as part of the bank’s ongoing 
efforts to support the country's sustainable 
development process.

The Star

https://elibrary.worldbank.org/doi/abs/10.1596/978-1-4648-1730-4
https://elibrary.worldbank.org/doi/abs/10.1596/978-1-4648-1730-4
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The ABA aims to provide a forum for advancing 
the cause of the banking and finance industry in the region 
and promoting regional economic cooperation. Its primary 
objectives include the following:
• To provide a venue for an exchange of views and 

information on banking opportunities in the Asia-Pacific 
region;

• To facilitate the meeting of bankers in the region in an 

atmosphere of fellowship and friendship;
• To encourage joint activities that would enhance the 

role of its members in servicing the financial needs of 
their respective economies and in promoting regional 
development; and

• To undertake projects that will encourage trade, industrial, 
and investment cooperation in the Asia-Pacific region.

About ABA

East & Partners Global Insight reports explore key 
issues identified by institutional banking (IB) customers 
as part of the group’s long running core research programs 
covering Transaction Banking, Credit, Trade Finance, Business 
FX, Equipment Finance, Merchant Payments and Customer 
Sentiment. 

The latest H1 2021 Global Insights analysis delves 
deeper into corporate and institutional banking (CIB) 

relationship manager (RM) characteristics since the onset of 
the COVID-19 crisis, frequency and quality of RM contact, 
relative bank performance in response to the crisis, customer 
churn, credit demand impacts, estimated recovery timeframes, 
digitisation impulse in response to COVID restrictions, ESG 
goals progress and overall, what customers really need from 
their bank to successfully plan their immediate and longer term 
strategic objectives.

Key decision makers are faced with overwhelming, 
competing challenges. The path ahead is uncertain as CFOs 
continue to comprehend the full scale and scope of the 
COVID-19 pandemic impact on long term operations.

The latest report provides timely insight into rapidly 
changing IB relationship management (RM) as a result of the 
COVID-19 crisis. This exclusive analysis follows the H2 2019 
Onboarding and H1 2020 RFP editions, providing valuable 
‘voice of the customer’ insights.

The purpose of the report is to identify and guide East 
& Partners clients including Banks, financial service providers, 
regulators and legislators of areas of opportunity within the 
global IB market.

Contact Details: East & Partners
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